
THE SHOREUNE

If As you know we all have problems with ants. A poison (AMDNO) that is on the market for 
ants is also poison for our birds. It's small, yellow and granular. One granule can kill a 

songbird! Please do not use this product where ducks or other birds feed. If you really care 
write thfe company and ask them not to make the poison yellow.

HELP OWLS! All proceeds from the August 8 Atlantis Lodge Sand Sculpting Contest will go to the 
OWLS. Enter as a team, have fun, and save wildlife at the same time. More information will be 
forthcoming in the "News-Times", or call 240-1200

S. Goetzinger
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The SHORELINE
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NO WAKE! NO WAKE! NO WAKE! NO WAKE! NO WAKE!

According to the Random House Dictionary, a  wake is "The Track o f Waves 
Left By A Ship Or Other Object Moving Through The Water."

I think that everyone will agree with this classic definition. The problem comes up when 
anyone tries to define what constitutes a  wake large enough to be considered damaging.
I am told  that any wake great enough to  cause any damage to  any object is  too  large.

Therefore, since there may be an infinite number of personal definitions of a  damaging 
wake, it behooves all vessel operators to control their vessels in such a  m anner as to avoid the 
possibility or probability of causing any damage, either to other vessels, the shoreline, 
bulkheads, or any other objects.

Maritime law does not define the size of the wake but it does state that any damage done 
by a wake is  th e responsibility of wake creator and that individual is  liable for 
com pensation for any damage that is created.

Harbor Master - Fred Libby


